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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like old technology!

By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

In these fabled halls, heroes
gather - half man, half surgeon, half cyborg, half centurion. There, these heroes
- men beside themselves,
one and all - gather to wage
battle against the only force
left to fight in this universe Decay.
These men, these necromongers of the digital
scourge, are brought together under the Judginizers
watchful electronic visage,
in order to feast their hungry hands upon the freshly
baked corpses of ancient
and modern machines alike.
Their necessary powers shall
be divided, allowed to rise,
and then fired in the forge of
partial contact mortal combat. Those survivors shall in
turn be tallied onto their mabaker score - with one mabaker being equal to one
successful bank robbery, no
ma-bakers being equal to
no successfully completed
machines, and minus-one
ma-baker being a fully func...see Linuuuuuuuxxx on back

Nathan Wonders: Thinking

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Day 1 – 4.30 pm
Checked in today, after being dragged
away from the computer by a concerned friend. Haven’t eaten in two
days, thanks to being in the middle of
Chapter Two. Works better than the
Atkins diet, at least.
There’s an air vent up near the ceiling,
and the only thing I can think about it
how I could best build to it, and get
sucked through it to freedom. But there’s
nothing to build with
in here, so I’m going
to have to resort to
drawing a sketch of
what I would do. How
lame is that? Especially
when you consider the
fact that I can’t draw
for shit.

Brought to you by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

when they turned the monitor off on
him. Bastards. He had just reached the
Information Superhighway. They won’t
let me visit him, though – “He has to
overcome this on his own.”
Day 3 – 2.06 am
Woke up shaking. I heard them in my
dream: those little chuckles, “woohoo!”, the whistle. In my dream, the
green ones no longer separated from
each other. Absolutely terrifying – how
would you climb the
Ivory Towers? I need
to go back to sleep to
build some strength for
the coming detox. It’s
already starting.
What is this place? This
empty place, with no
Factor Z.

Perhaps this won’t be
GOO!
too bad. I can survive
Day 3 – 9.00 pm
on only a few hours of Goo per day.
They’re cutting down Goo time faster
and faster – right down to two hours
Day 2 – 8.47 pm
today. I feel like everything is becoming
They only let us play for four hours today. worthless. I need Goo. I need to wake
It was pretty challenging, but I feel like them. They need to be set free…
I can handle it. I usually stop every five
hours or so to stretch and go to the Started rolling my socks instead of foldbathroom, so it isn’t too much different, ing them. If I think hard enough, they
right? Poor Colin, though… he cried
...see Goooooooo on back

The Bull got a new printer! It’s beautiful!

You know, thinking is hard. Why,
just trying to come up with a topic
for this week’s Nathan Wonders
practically had me knocked out
cold on the floor. What to write
about?! Who’s dumb idea was
it to come up with a weekly
column anyway? Oh yeah.
Mine. Oops.
But seriously. I haven’t
actually
wondered
about anything all
week. It’s been pretty
slow. Really the only
thing worth mentioning that happened
was I cut myself with
a knife that I owned for
20 seconds, the Bull got a new
printer, and a plane crashed in Amsterdam. I already wrote articles
about the first two, and nobody
wants to hear me lament about jet

airliners. Not even me.
If the Bull office had a suitable wall
to bonk my head against, I would.
Then I could wonder why my head
hurts. I couldn’t blame
Broomball, since that’s all
over and done with (or
nearly so, championship
game tonight!) It’s almost
as if I have, dare I say,
writer’s block! Gasp!
The horror.
Nah, it’s probably just wonderer’s block.
It happens
sometimes. Maybe I’m being lulled into a false sense
of security, and the world is really sneaking up on me behind my
back. I’m watching you world! No
funny business! I know your tricks.
I’ll wonder about something, and
when I do, you’re gonna regret it!
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Battle at LFS

Goo Rehab
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“I have enough money to last me
the rest of my life, unless I buy
something.”
~Jackie Mason
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...Goooooooo from front ones with her eyes, the little green
look like the white Goo Balls, except vectors, flying all alone over steep
without eyes… poor dead souls. They edges…
also smell pretty bad, but I’m willing
Oh, God. Oh, God, save me… the
to endure it. I have Febreeze.
balloons… they’ve tied explosive
ones to the balloons… no… no…
Day 4 – 3.55 pm
Only allotted thirty minutes of Goo
today. It would have been all right, Day 8 – 10:24 pm
but one of my bridges kept collapsing. Using my rolled socks to try to get
Wasted five entire minutes restarting to the air vent. I can feel the free air
and using timebugs. That’s one-sixth against my fingers as I reach up to grab
of my time. I feel so empty, so alone, the ledge… it won’t pull me. I keep
slipping back.
with no hope of seeing HER.

Day 8 – 10:17 pm
Darkness.
There was no Goo on day five. No
Goo since day five. Too weak to
write more.
Day 8 – 10:19 pm
Can’t sleep.
All I see are colored dots. Black ones,
all alone… white ones, cooing as they
awaken… green ones, pink ones, the
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Goo Corporation.
God bless Marcy.
GOOOOOOOOOOO !!!!!!!!
...Linuuuuuuuxxx from front

tional Linux From Scratch computer.
Linux From Scratch, you say? What
the fnar is that, you cry out? Please
stop pulling my leg, you inwardly
groan? Those of you reading this in
class, prepare to get schooled.

There’s nothing for me here, not with- Linux is made of tiny little Lego’s
out my Goo. I don’t know how much called “modules”. You can build a
longer I can go on. I must escape.
new module every day - two if you’re
dedicated - three if you find a typo.
Day 9 - Afternoon
And because everyone has been
Planning. Finally, finally, planning! There doing this based off of the work of
are a few of us with just enough des- bell labs in the 1960’s, when a funcperation left to seek out our liberation. tional standard named “POSIX” was
The small faction has been meeting, written - all of the popular modules
secretly, in between meals and group all work together. So you can just retherapy sessions. We’ve all agreed that place these things on the fly, when
the risks involved with escaping are a new part comes out, just cause it
acceptable – if we make it out, we was built in general to work with your
will be with the Goo balls again.
thing. Just as you can put Space-Police heads on Train-Set bodies, you
Our means of communication come in can make anything in Linux work anythe form of short messages inscribed where else. Is this awesome? (Y/N)
in toilet stalls - the Sign Painter speaks
in mysterious places sometimes, Take enough people answer yes, and
but at least it keeps our little militia you’ll get some pretty
informed.
disparate Lego sets.
Some sound really
Day 9 – time unknown.
lazy, like Slack-ware,
FREEDOM.
and some sound really vowely, like UbunSeveral of us worked together to tu, and some even
pull each other out through the vent, make some claims,
exactly like ‘Leap Hole.’ Marcy stayed like Damn Small Linux
behind – she hasn’t been playing - but they’re all Linuxas long. She said she would make es. You make module
it through the detox program. For for one, it has the pothe rest of us, she said, life would tential of working on
be better worth living if we were any one. Linux From
allowed to go back to the World of Scratch exemplifies

this - you must, before installing it,
compile everything. From Scratch.
No pussyfooted packs of cake mix,
no ramen like simplicity - no, you’ve
got your linux-flour, and your linuxeggs, and you’re expected to make
a cake. Only the most skilled of linuxsous-chefs could make these souffles
of operating systems arise from the
disparate parts of source files. And
arise they shall.
And therein lies the final extraneous
challenge. These parts they are to be
working with are just standardized.
Most are removed
from their containment boxes, and
running free across
the floor. Some are
downright bad, just
waiting to burn low
voltage circuitry with
the flames of improper polarity. And
some, the awkward
some - are neither
Intel nor Macintosh,
but Sun.

Take heart, digital necromongers your challenge is thus! To assemble
a computer, you must! Add to that,
a compiled flair - graphics and network are bonuses there. The older
the better, the weirder the boot how many in 8 hours can you do?
Go Linux nerds. This Saturday. Rheki 214. Prove yourselves, or face
combustion.

